Help to create a free Wi-Fi zone and mobile hotspot with fast internet access.

Can operate 24hrs in a day /365 days in a year. In case of any employee absent, the general public can access information without any barrier.

The application forms like the form of citizenship, marriage certificate, passport, etc. can be easily filled up by downloading in offline basis from any devices like mobiles, laptops and so on.

The new contents can be updated and changed as per the municipality/ward requirement.

Information about holiday, tender, reports, budget plan, etc can reached to public and respective employee easily through posting E-notice in offline basis.

Provides detailed information and help to create a database about total Internet usage, total consumption of internet, last time internet usage, the total flow of network, location of device, device properties, etc.

Blacklisting of unnecessary or heavy data consuming websites. Remote monitoring, management and maintenance services are also available in this system.

Cybernetics Pvt. Ltd. has come up with the Innovative Smart Solution named E-NAGARPALIKA/GAUPALIKA/WARD OFFICE/DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FOR FULLY DIGITALIZED PUBLIC SERVICES in association with Nepal Telecom where government bodies can easily translucent their information to desired or large no of general people for 24x7 hours a day, whenever they want with a one click. This solution is a complete package which is very beneficial in the area of Municipality/VDC/Wards, Education, Transportation, Health, INGOs/NGOs and any corporate houses as well.
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